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Abstract — A Machine Learning based model to analyze, study and detect the genre of the music from their files. Music 

can be represented as a graph with nodes and edges represent beats, frequency, etc. The project, Music Genre Detection, 

aims to add user to detect genre of the music. This can be used for advance searches in music player or other systems. 

There were attempts of detection systems have yielded good but not extraordinary results. Some who used the same 

dataset that we used for our project, which comprises Free Music Archive (FMA) dataset which contains seven genres. 

The individual pitch-duration tuples and co-occurrence of multiple nodes play an important role in detecting genres. A 

set of features can be derived from said graph or used in a variety of classification Algorithms. Genre classification is a 

highly subjective form of categorization in and of itself. We derived the meaning and utility from these graph. 

 
 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Music has been playing a very important role in an individual’s life. It is also an important medium of entertainment for music 

listeners and content creators. There have been advances in the field of media and technology for making the whole experience 

easier for the users. Features like fast forward, reverse, variable playback speed, local playback, genre classification and 

streaming playback with multicast have been developed for various music-players which cut down the time and efforts that the 

user has to take to select songs. Since music industry is flourishing with one new song released every day, new genres are 

coming up and changing. The project, Music Genre Detection, aims to aid user to detect genre of the music. This can be used 

for advance searches in music player or other systems. 

 

Historically, attempts made by others to build music genre detection systems have yielded fine but not extraordinary results. 

Some who used the same dataset that we used for our project, which comprises Free Music Archive (FMA) dataset each 

belonging to one of seven different genres, often chose to reduce the number of genres they attempted to identify, while those 

who decided to work with all seven genres only achieved accuracy of 70%  

 

I. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Human ear has the ability to classify the genre of a song very easily since it is so advanced. After listening to a song for just 

several seconds, it is often not difficult to take note of that song’s characteristics and subsequently identify this genre. However, 

this task is one that computers have previously not been able to solve well, at least not until the birth of more sophisticated 

machine learning techniques. The team explored several of these techniques over the course of the project and successfully built 

a system that achieves 61.873% accuracy in classifying music genres. They discussed the methods used for exploratory data 

analysis, feature selection, hyper parameter optimization, and eventual implementation of several algorithms for classification. 

Another system, Shazam identifies songs based on an audio based on a time-frequency graph called a spectrogram. It uses a 

smartphone or computer's built-in microphone to gather a brief sample of audio being played. Shazam stores a catalogue of 

audio fingerprints in a database. The user tags a song for 10 seconds and the application creates an audio. Shazam works by 

analyzing the captured sound and seeking a match based on an acoustic fingerprint in a database of more than 11 million 

songs. If it finds a match, it sends information such as the artist, song title, and album back to the user. Some implementations 

of Shazam incorporate relevant links to services such as iTunes, Spotify, YouTube, or Groove Music. If Shazam cannot find a 

match, it returns a "song not known" dialogue.
 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Since music industry is flourishing with one new song released every day, new genres are coming up and changing. The project, 

Music Genre Detection, aims to aid user to detect genre of the music. This can be used for advance searches in music player or 

other systems. 
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Historically, attempts made by others to build music genre detection systems have yielded fine but not extraordinary results. 

Some who used the same dataset that we used for our project, which comprises Free Music Archive(FMA) dataset each 

belonging to one of seven different genres, often chose to reduce the number of genres they attempted to identify, while those 

who decided to work with all seven genres only achieved accuracy of 70%. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 
The Music Genre Detection performs the main functionality of detecting genre. A robust detection algorithm is still a 
challenging task because of frequency changes, rapid variations in beats per second, similar tune in different genres, and 
maybe noise. In this project we are making use of SVM model. SVM Model is an unsupervised learning. SVM Model which use 
to predict the genre of music, which means that it is compare the dataset with features of Librosa .It provides access to 
unsupervised learning algorithms in order to develop, train, and test models. The flexible architecture allows you to deploy 
computation to one or more CPUs or GPUs in a desktop, server, or mobile device with a single API 
 

 Initially, the input music file is given for preprocess using file explorer 

 This file is processed by the Librosa which is used to convert the music to statistical data 

 The statistical data is fed to the trained model which computes and delivers the prediction 

 The prediction is displayed to the user using GUI 

 

 

 

  Data flow Diagram is given as follows: 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Block Diagram 
 

 Data flow Diagram is given as follows: 

 
 
 

 
 

   Fig. 2. Data Flow Diagram 
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Class Diagram is given as follows: 

 
 

Fig.4. Class Diagram 
 

 

 

 

Usecase Diagram is given as follows: 

 

 

 
 

Fig.5. Use case Diagram 
 

 

 

 

Activity Diagram is given as follows: 
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                                                                    Fig.6. Activity Diagram 
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IV. TEST CASES 

 Screenshot of main page 

 

 Screenshot of file explorer 

 

 

 Screenshot of Genre predicted 
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 Result of Test Cases 

According to tests we performed, we were able to develop the model using Librosa and with the help of Sklearn Model. We are 

able to detect and recognize multiple music genre in the music file. Thus, Music Genre Detection is implemented successfully 

and above are the test results obtained. 

V. ADVANTAGES AND APPLICATIONS 
 
A.  Advantages: 

 
Convenient to use – This system is easy to use and is very simple to handle.  
Effective –SVM is very effective as it helps the user to predict the Genre easily.  
Flexible -- It is quite flexible and can be run on any system.  

 

B.  Applications: 

 

Music Genre Detection provides the following features/functions. 

 

 Conversion of music file:  

The input music file gets converted into statistical data using Librosa library. 

 

 Detection of genre: 

The main function of the application is to detect the genre of the song/music file inputted. 

 

 File search: 

The file explorer is used to search music files saved in the disk of the computer. 

 

VI. FUTURE SCOPE 

 Recording the Music 

 

We may also include features that enable music recording and using to detect the genre. This can be useful in     

identifying the genre without using file selection. 

 Song Detection 

              We can implement song recognition by adding extra features for lyrics detection. 
 

 Android Application 

The current computer application can be converted into an android application and can be deployed in Google Play 

Store. 
   

VII. CONCLUSION 

Thus, we have developed a music genre detector which is capable of detecting the genre of given music file. 

 

 Graphical User Interface 
GUI takes input as mp3 file from user. 

 

 Librosa 
Librosa convert the music files into pitch ,frequency and different features of spectrogram. 

 

 Model  

We used SVM as the model for predict the music  which can be configured for many purposes. It provides a vast 
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open source libraries and modules to be used for many applications. 
 
 

Using all of the above-mentioned tools we were successful in implementing our search engine. 
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